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Increasing demand for electronics sustaining severe environmental conditions as found in car applications or oil drilling requires semiconductor chip
operation at high ambient temperatures, well above those encountered in
the majority of applications. In the future, engine and transmission units will
be built and tested as complete assemblies, with all electronic control
devices in place. That can only be achieved if the components are mounted
directly on the unit where they will be subjected to long-term extremes of
temperature, vibration and humidity. The primary technical goal of
MEDEA+ project T124 is to achieve and demonstrate system-level solutions
for such high temperature applications.
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EUREKA
MEDEA+ ∑!2365 is the new industry-driven pan-European
programme for advanced co-operative R&D in
microelectronics to ensure Europe’s technological and
industrial competitiveness in this sector on a worldwide basis.
MEDEA+ focuses on enabling technologies for the
Information Society and aims to make Europe a leader in
system innovation on silicon for the e-economy.

